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HOMEBLUE MUSE
A majestic French Mediterranean makes a dramatic statement with a collection  
of family heirlooms and rich, textural details that play out against an extensive 
palette of blues.
written by ellen olson 
photography by corey gaffer photography
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HOME

project team:
residential design: murphy & co design
construction: john kraemer & sons
interior design: twist interior design 
landscape design: topo, llc

“The Moroccan inspired 
chandeliers over the bar 

are big and bold and 
further emphasize a 

sense of folly and fun.”
– SANDY LAMENDOLA, ASID
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HOME BBuilding a new home that has a sense of place yet feels that it belongs 
is an ambitious undertaking. An elegant French Mediterranean 
home in the southwest suburbs is proof that it can be done and can 
be done well. Murphy & Co was responsible for the home’s design, 
which features authentic architectural details: a slate roof, arched 
windows flanked by dark wooden shutters, and elaborate grill work 
that embellishes the front door, as well as the floor to ceiling windows 
on the second floor. Cast stone door and window surrounds feature 
classic ornamentations and period flourishes.
 John Kraemer & Sons, the builder who was responsible 
for bringing the plans to life, did so with the finest materials, 
workmanship and quality finishes. The landscape, planned by Scott 
Ritter of Topo, LLC, features elements found in classic French 
gardens. There is order and symmetry. Trimmed hedges and shrubs 
grace the front entrance. The home resembles something you might 
stumble across in southern France on a dream vacation. 
 When Sandy LaMendola, ASID, founder of Twist Interior 
Design, joined the project team, the architecture of the home 
was complete and the floor plan specified. The homeowners had a 
generous “houseful” of furniture along with a number of rugs and 
family heirlooms they wanted to reuse. They also wanted to be 
mindful of the resources allocated to the project.  “The architecture 
inspired the character of the house,” said Sandy, “and it was my job to 
optimize the project team’s vision by choosing the proper locations 
for the homeowners’ collections, as well as to specify the finishes 
throughout the home. My mandate was to create a comfortable, 
colorful and relaxing home for a busy and active family. Despite the 
rather formal architecture the goal was ease and fun.”
 The homeowners possessed a very broad palette of aesthetic 
influences they loved – French, Mexican, Moroccan, and Montana 

– but the big element in their roster of love was color. “My clients 
love the color blue in all its shades and hues,” said Sandy, “Paint was 
our primary tool for decorating the space; I ended up specifying a 
new regional record of fifty-six paint colors in this house! Although 
it seems a little counter intuitive, each selection was deliberate and 
considered. Some of the finishes were achieved by using layers of 
color to create depth and dimension. We used a lot of tonal accents 
and you will find lots of blues on cabinets and millwork.” The most 
striking color in the palette is the vibrant cobalt blue that is echoed 
throughout the home. 
 The bar in the living area of the home was an important feature 
of the home’s design and is the first thing you see when you walk 
into the foyer. It’s a place for family and friends to gather – perfect 
for entertaining, but also a terrific place for the family to assemble 
at the end of the day. Comfortable stools upholstered in bright blue 
leather flank the crescent shaped bar which is framed by a gallery 
of arched French doors that open out to a patio and fire pit and 
a generous tree-lined lot. “The Moroccan inspired chandeliers over 
the bar are big and bold and they further emphasize the sense of folly 
and fun that my clients wished to express,” remarked Sandy. 
 The bar area opens on one side to a family room decorated in 
rich vibrant textures. The sitting area is furnished with a caramel 
leather Barcelona chair, a green velvet sofa, and artwork by Virginia 
Randolph Bueide. The fireplace façade is Blue Mare, a natural 
quartzite that was also used on the bar – a bold choice that was 
enthusiastically embraced by the homeowner. A well-appointed 
kitchen with a plenty of storage and a large center island with seating 
for four completes the family gathering space.

continued on page 61
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“People have responded so positively to 
this project. It’s irreverent and it’s bold.”

– SANDY LAMENDOLA, ASID

HOME
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 The hallways that lead from the foyer to the private 
quarters of the home, as well as the formal dining room, 
feature a wall covering that resembles a field of flowers. The 
representation is abstract, but it creates a feeling of movement 
and playfulness – it’s the “boulevard of blue” that is traversed 
several times each day by the home’s inhabitants. 
 The dining room was furnished with family heirlooms 
and existing furnishings. The chairs were reupholstered to 
update the look. The inside back is embroidered linen and a 
metal studded leather strap accents the back of each chair; 
the trim is a striking but unexpected finish. It was intended 
to be a play on the back seam of a ladies stocking. The 
chandelier, resembling a tree branch, was custom fabricated 
from bronze and colored crystals attach to the branches. The 
fixture is an artful and organic treatment in an otherwise 
traditional setting. LaMendola likes to sprinkle in very 
subtle details in her designs, things that create an element 
of surprise. “There is magic in those subtle details – and a 
quiet way of getting someone’s attention, “ she remarked. 

“I am always looking for new ways of expressing people’s 
personalities in their furnishings.” In the more casual lower 
level of the home, she repurposed a municipal tree grate as a 
ceiling medallion, an inspiration that came from walking the 
streets of NYC. The medallion-patterned hardwood floor in 
the foyer is another subtle layer of detail that LaMendola 
specified. It adds elegance to the expansive and grand  
entry space.
 The bathroom is where confident French influences 
are on full display. The freestanding tub has a marble 
surround, with classic detailing. The vanities were custom 
designed. “We chose a different marble for the countertop, 
because we wanted it to read as a piece of furniture,” she 
commented. “The blue finish on the vanity looks a little 
more vivid in the photos than in real life, but looks like 
the middle of the ocean on a moonlit night and creates 
a sense of quietude. It’s one of my favorite finishes, 
achieved by a masterful artisan through a painstaking,  
multi-step process.” 
 A more formal masculine study features a vintage 
inspired partner desk as well as a handsome built in display 
for the family’s collection of Santos figurines and statues. 
The office for the lady of the house is lighter and brighter. An 
aqua Murano glass chandelier is a bright pop of color against 
the neutral but textured tin ceiling. The eclectic elements 
come together effortlessly. 
 “This was such a great project,” said Sandy. “People 
love it – they have responded so positively. I think they love 
how irreverent it is. It’s really bold.” She also really enjoyed 
getting to know her clients. “They are effervescent and fun 
and so very charming. They elevate their friendships because 
they are so approachable and generous.”
 “Designing a whole house with a bold color palette with 
bold fixtures and finishes was a real page-turn in my skills 
repertoire,” concluded Sandy. “It was a process of discovery 
and learning that strikes at the heart of my creative self. It’s 
why I do what I do.”  The project was awarded the ASID MN 
Merit Award for Excellence in Palette – Color & Charisma 
in 2017.
twistinterior.com • jkandsons.com • murphycodesign.com 
topollc.com
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“The blue on the 
vanities looks like 
the middle of the 
ocean on a moonlit 
night and creates a 
sense of quietude.”

– SANDY LAMENDOLA, ASID

HOME
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